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I. Learning experience on this trip 

Through this exchange in NUS, I improve my professional skill in academic study on 

electronic and information engineering field. Singapore is an advanced country with high 

technology. NUS is also an excellent university, especially in the field of my major. During this 

exchange, I explored the new knowledge in the field of communication, computer network, 

database system and feedback control. I learned the cutting-edge technology and the new 

development trends in these areas.  

The learning mode in NUS is also innovative. In the lectures, professors are willing to 

interact with students, trying to help students engaging deeply in the classes. If students have 

questions, they can just raise the hands and ask question to professor. The professors taught 

students more on how to think deeply. I really like this learning and teaching mode. 

 

 

II. Career aspiration 

My exchange study in NUS widened my thinking about future and career path. I firmed my 

career area in communication technology field after I taking one of modules in communication 

system. The professor not only taught us many modern communication techniques, but also 

hold a guest lecture regarding to future career. This guest lecture was an Industry Talk by 

Underwriters Laboratories. The speaker introduced the communication technology industry, 

and I gained some new insight towards this career path.  

I also got some chances talking and learn from to some of my local friends who have the 

same major as me. They all are very excellent students. From them, I know the current working 

situation for information technology industry in Singapore, which giving me some thinking on 

my future work. 



III. Views on other culture 

This exchange programme provides me with a golden chance to learn new culture and 

broaden my horizon. I am an outgoing person, really love to explore new cultures. When 

exchanging to Singapore, I experienced different cultures and shaped new world view. 

Singapore is a country with multiculture, including both eastern and western cultures. It is 

worth learning and praise how Singapore mixes multicultures together quite well. 

 

 

I participated into many student activities organized by NUS students while exchanging in 

Singapore. The activities cover many fields, such as cultures, sports, and social activities. Almost 

all the fields have specific student clubs and welcome exchange student to join in. Therefore, I 

join many activities which really enriched my exchange life in NUS. Also, I lived in NUS on-

campus student hall. Therefore, I got many chances interacting with Singapore local friends and 

build very great relationship with them.  



            

Besides, I also communicate and make friends with many exchange students from all over 

the world and different universities during my exchange study. When talking and interacting  

with them, I also practice my English-speaking skills. Exchange programme let me experience a 

new campus life and explore a new country. I gained a lot from this exchange programme. 

 

IV. Detailed study schedule in the exchange-out institution 

 



I registered 6 subjects in this exchange semester in NUS, which not only include my 

major course, but also my minor course. In order to fulfil graduation requirements, I chose to 

take two subjects from my major compulsory courses, three subjects from major elective 

courses, and one subject from my minor courses. 

My classes uniformly distuributed on Monday to Friday. Therefore, on weekdays, I 

usually take my lectures and tutorials. If there is no class, I will study in the library to review. 

On weekends, I take some time to finish subjects’ assignments and prepare for next week 

classes. If there are upcoming exams, I will also revise them on weekends as there are more 

large blocks of time. The study schedule in NUS is quite fulfilling for me. 


